
What Can Intuiflow Do for  
Your Business?

Connecting your strategy to your operations bi-directionally 

to sense, adapt and innovate quickly to market changes.

Materials Planning 
OPERATIONAL RANGE

Optimize Your Material Flow
Leverage AI/ML and Demand Driven principles to identify 

strategic inventory positions — so your business always has 
what it needs to exceed customer expectations.

Scheduling & Execution
OPERATIONAL RANGE

Get End-To-End Visibility
You can’t manage what you don’t see. Boost performance and 
improve visibility with data-driven modeling, scheduling, and 

execution capabilities.

Sales & Operations Planning 
TACTICAL AND STRATEGIC RANGES

Automatically Adapt to Market Changes
Get ahead of volatility with fast, actionable recommendations that 

analyze sales order data to minimize risk and adapt to change.

Demand More From  
Your Supply Chain

Stop relying on forecasts, ditch the spreadsheets, 

and effortlessly connect supply and real market 

consumption with Intuiflow — a powerful suite 

of Integrated Business Planning solutions that 

leverages AI/ML and Demand Driven methods to 

help your business embrace change and power 

fast, agile performance.

With end-to-end supply chain planning, 

management, and execution capabilities, it’s a 

powerful, intuitive suite for optimizing complex 

global operations, from strategy to the shop 

floor.

Powering Your Intuitive 
Supply Chain
You can’t always see the future. But you can 

empower your business to adapt to fast-changing 

markets. Intuiflow paces your operations to actual 

market consumption, giving you the ability to 

respond quickly to sudden market changes.

ROBUST ERP INTEGRATIONS

Our platform integrates seamlessly with all  

ERPs, including:



Results You Can Count On

Bringing Agility to the World’s 
Most Complex Supply Chains

S E R V I C E

Bring service levels up to as 
high as 99% or greater

I N V E N T O R Y

Use AI/ML to optimize 
product flow and inventory

P E R F O R M A N C E

Improve due date 
performance and stabilize 

schedules

S P E E D

Compress lead times by 
 up to 80%

S I M P L I C I T Y

Focus on priorities instead of 
conflicting message

C A P I T A L

Boost operational efficiency

A Global Leader in Demand 
Driven Performance
Demand Driven Technologies was founded in 2011 to help 

manufacturing and distribution companies build more 

responsive operations. Our Demand Driven supply chain 

solutions — the world’s first — continue to set an industry 

standard for reliability and performance.

Headquartered in Atlanta, GA, we serve over 120 of the 

world’s most respected leaders in automotive, industrial, 

healthcare, consumer goods, and more.

Demand Results
Ready to see how Intuiflow can streamline 
your supply chain?

Call 888-817-7822  
or visit demanddriventech.com.

Modern supply chains are 
complex. Running them  
doesn’t have to be. 


